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KF wants to have an EU in every city on the planet 

5 Month Phase of Deep Space Teachings 

I will introduce physical systems, that mankind can go through the transmutation 

We are the Messengers of the Universe  

We teach you to be able to go through the transmutations of the energies of the U 

World leaders to negotiate the path through the full interaction and interface between 

humanity and the UC 

Physical Structure of Man is Like Galaxy of Stars 

Mankind's Beauty - Industrialization in the Universe 

Every Material in U will be Available to Man 

Details about Carolina Attacks on KF and Her Behavior, and last time to discuss it we 

have to move on  

STP Falls in Love with Married Woman  -  Level only of Physicality not Soul 

Tells what Satan and satanic mean 

Teaching on how to calculate Inertia, has to do with magma 

EU has nothing to do with Med-beds 

 

ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION 
 

Enhancement Unit in Every City   

 

(:07). … As we announced last week KF is launching that every city will have 1 

system of EU and this will be part of our work from now on, to make sure that 

every citizen on this planet has the right to receive the benefit of this T. Many of 

you have been trying to raise the funds to meet the minimum demand of the work of the 

F. In that process you are trying to find other people  (:08). To make this easier for all 

the KS, we advise to do as we done with the others, to just go the KF website, where 

EU is and put what you want to put for EU for the country you want participate. As 

people from different part of the world, different cities of the same area, would like to 

participate in that, we add it up and we tell you what it is. KF will make a platform, how 

much is received from each country and then can put in that country …    

 

5 Month Phase of Deep Space Teachings  

 

The work of the F carries on the same .. past teaching …  KF as we said from 21st, next 

week, we'll go into a 5 month phase as a deep space teaching. .. the teaching will 

change. this means the KF KS will be able to be taught and we think we have reached 

that level of understanding for all of us. The way to survive in the space.  (:10). It is 

easy to fly, and to takeoff and go somewhere, but what is the outcome of going 

somewhere? What would you see, how do you survive, how do you interact with the 

environment, what is the purpose of this travel, what is going to happen to your body, 

what is going to happen to the environment (where) you arrive? The way we care what 

we do on this planet, when we arrive at the destination, our presence can be a joy 

and adding to, or our presence, with the field we carry, with the AA strength we 

carry can be a poison to the citizens of the position. We do not get there to learn, 

we have to learn before we get there. And this is the purpose of the teaching in the 

next 5 months. .. what happens to your body, your AA has a H and N combination, and 



in a given destination, N is in the form of liquid, N cannot exist, the M field of the N is 

something which the position does not create. Does your life end, you don't enter, or 

you enter a position that it brings demise of your life, or other condition.  

 

5 Cups - How the Fields Interact  

 

This is the purpose of the teaching from now on. In preparing mankind to be able to 

survive in the span of the U.  (:12). This is why we taught the making of the 5 Cups, for 

you to become aware of the interaction of the fields, and materials of the environment, 

the strength of your own existence, material and the fields which you are created of. 

Now you understand where the extension and merger of the teaching comes together. 

Many of it for many of you, will be theoretical teaching, because you cannot see it. But 

in entering the EU in traveling in system which are equipped with EU makes life, 

understanding of life, understanding of the living in the depth of the space, essential. 

You got to realize that mankind has become in the past years traveler of his own space 

by aircraft, by going to the Moon, and now travelers of the space by being able to go 

beyond the boundary with the gaining of the new knowledge. We lay down the 

foundation for this work, and for man to be able to travel in the depth of space, and this 

is the reason we brought you the understanding of G, M fields, Inertia, the 

physicality of yourself, whatever energies hold your physicality together in 

communication with each other, which you call the STP, and the total field 

interaction of your physicality, what we call the STM with its environment.  (:14).  

 

Your Soul is the Solar System of your Existence 

 

You've got to realize, which many of you have not understood, your soul is the solar 

system of your existence. Your physicality is that Earth, Moon, that Saturn within 

that structure. And now that man becomes a partner in the depth of the space with the 

UC to explore every corner of this Unicose, man needs to know what is there for it to be 

ready to see, to fulfill, to protect, and to be as one with the rest of the creation of the 

Creator. You will see that the development of the new T, makes it essential for all those 

who take steps to leave this planet, to understand that they need a next step, a next 

structure, next development in protecting the STM and the environment which the soul 

can exist, in the new environment man arrives in. We don't put you in a spacesuit, you 

make yourselves an environment that your souls can exist , protected, but the same time 

being able to survive, collaborate and enjoy different conditions of the U. The 

development of the new deep space T, from now on, for the next 5 months will bring 

mankind ready to be able, not only takeoff from this planet, not only go to the Moon, 

Mars, to beyond other stars and galaxies, but to be able to walk on there, be able,  (:16). 

not only be trapped in the spacesuit or spaceship, but learn how to change the 

characteristics, mutations of his own soul strength, that it can exist and operate to that 

environment. All these knowledge takes man centuries to understand, but in the 

teaching of today and in the coming time we'll lay the foundation for it.  

 

Given Energies for Physicality - Trans-mutate to the Environment you Land In 

 

As I explained … when you go to the space, and you are fed, and you are given the 

energies that you keep the dimension of your physicality, would you need a blood 

circulation, the eyesight to see, .. the ear to hear, do you need the stomach, liver and 

kidney, when you have no blood to ?? operate it is there a need for the heart of the man, 



then where does the STP goes? Those we see that travel the depths of the U, and land on 

the shores of this planet, have been through it. In so many ways, they adapt, they 

transmute into the shape of the man, then they land on this planet, not to change 

when they arrive. In so many ways, when you want to be a marathon runner you train 

how to do, work,     (;18). what to stop, and what to take care of. Those who travel the 

shores of this planet and we see them in the form of, mainly human shape, or those 

near to human shape, they have gone through the transmutation of their souls, 

prior to landing on this planet. Mankind needs to learn that, .. needs to learn to use the 

strength of his soul, to the strength of the environment of the position, to conversion of 

the shape of the man, to the dimension of the physicality of the ?? position. Which 

means you'll exist in the environment, prepared for it, as you wear a spacesuit to go to 

space, you change the conversion of the strength of the soul to fit the environment of the 

Earth when you land. With that enforces by itself, 2 legs, 2 arms, an eye ?? look, but in 

a way you live through the eye of the soul of the presence . Mankind has not moved in 

the first step to understand his soul, let alone to be able to use mutation of the 

strength of his soul to convert to itself to the existence of the position and the place. 

These are the teaching which will come in the coming months, many of it, very radical, 

many of it you have never heard of, but you have to, and you have to be prepared if you 

see the future of the man in the deep space.  

 

How to Use the Energy of U for his Own Existence  

 

There is no end to the resources of the creation. In the coming time, we'll show how you 

can produce any elements as we have shown before. We will show how you can 

overcome any diseases,  (:20). which is AA based, and any change in the strength of the 

fields as viruses. And then in this process mankind learns how to use the energy of the 

U for his own existence. For interaction of the fields, for confirmation of his presence of 

his soul.  

 

Take STP without Physical Dimension - Fit into Any Dimension in Universe 

 

Mankind has to learn two fundamental points, as he is aware, but he needs to 

understand, one is how to create interaction in the soul of his physicality, with the 

soul of itself, that in interaction of the two, and the interaction of the third, creates 

the condition of the existence in the presence of the dimension of the fields, which 

means if mankind learns to take the STP without the dimension of his physical 

dimension, then in interaction with his soul, and as a solar system interaction, with the 

soul of the environment, man will fit into any dimension in the U.  

 

I will Introduce Physical System for Mankind to go through Transmutation  

 

In the back end of the 5 months I will introduce physical systems, that mankind can 

go through the transmutation. In the later part of the development you'll be 

introduced to systems you have never seen, but will become part of the norm of the 

space travel.  

 

Many will Not understand the Coming Teachings - for Later  

 

The teaching in the coming weeks,  (:22). will be so advanced that many of you will not 

be able to follow, and it will take many of you months, years, and centuries of 



understanding through your development, the consciousness of the existence of your 

soul, and your children and your offspring's. The teaching for coming months is not 

for instantaneous absorption and understanding, but is the guideline and message 

for the travelers of the future, on Earth and beyond.  

 

We Are Messengers of the Universe  

 

As I said, to the Iranian KS, we are the messengers of the U, not the Methi or Messiah. 

If that what you see, we taught, it's the shortcoming of your own understanding, as we 

are, as we said from the beginning, we are the messengers of the U, we carry the 

knowledge of the creation from the beginning to the end. We manifest ourselves in 

the physicality of the man and speak the language of the man, but in essence we 

are not. We are the soul from the Soul of the Creator, and we teach ??  the 

knowledge of the space time, is the language of the place, messiahs, be it Christ, 

Mohammad, Moses or whatever you call it. But in essence we are the messengers of the 

U, which means we teach for the races how to learn to exist within the span of the 

U. Each planet, each solar system is like a little village with their own tradition, and 

their own ways. As messengers of the U,  (:24). we bring all to understand one common 

language, and to speak and behave in that dimension. My work, to complete the work 

of the past messengers is completed, and now my true essence and the reason we 

came, will be taught in the coming months. How to take man and humanity from the 

village of the Earth and to teach it how to become a citizen of the U. Up to now we 

completed, what Moses, Mohammad, Christ and other scientists on this planet did not 

complete, that we bring you to the platform, zero platform of the knowledge of the U. 

Teaching from next week on will be very much in the depth of the understanding 

of the motion of the oceans of the fields of the U. How would you like to come out, 

as a mermaid, as a fish, or as a man? You choose, from own on, if you learn that 

dimension, living on this planet will become easier, because your understanding of the 

higher order, becomes the norm. You played with Gans's, with everything else, but ask 

yourself why did we teach these? Why did we bring you this way?  

 

Why have we introduced the EU, why have we introduced new understanding of the 

new physics, chemistry, biology  as a collective one size.  (:26). It's mankind who has 

pigeonholed his level of understanding, single interactions - I become the physicist, 

double interactions - I become chemist, triple interactions I become biologists. But in 

essence they're all one.  As I said .. you keep your Methi and Messiahs, that's your job, 

but understand what is to come, and evolve that you can survive the span of the U ?? as 

your soul, or interaction of the STP and the STM, as one being across the span of the U.  

 

Mankind has not managed to overcome what we call zero gravity, a few kilometers 

away from itself, in what they call the Spacelab. Mankind has not managed to walk on 

the surface of the Moon without equipment. Mankind has not managed even to reach 

Moon in the instantaneous existence of both the dimension of the Earth and the Moon. 

And he still needs days and days to travel to reach even to the closest object to this 

planet. Now teaching the man to be able to travel the span of the U, in a snap of a 

finger, is very far fetching. But in time to come, those who elevate in the knowledge of 

the U, will show the others the true job of now taking mankind to the UC starts in the 

coming weeks. As we promised, and the knowledge will be very sweet, very short, but 

in depth,  (:28). that it needs the true understanding in unraveling, the what we call the 

essence of the creation in the dimension of the interaction of the fields of the U. And 



those who elevate to understand this order ?? meets their Creator in essence of the their 

soul. Now in the coming weeks, months, we make you to understand, and comprehend. 

We teach you, and guide you to be able to go through the transmutations of the 

energies of the U. We'll show you through enhancement centers how you'll interact, 

how you will come in touch with the men of the U, with the creatures of the Creator.  

 

Some of the EU in the specific   collaboration of the governments will be made as a 

point of interaction between the governments and the systems of the U. ..  . we'll bring 

the world leaders to negotiate the path through the full interaction, and interface 

between humanity and the UC in the coming months. .. the interim course, and 

interim people who we trust, who will see these transactions through will be the 

members of the UC, EC, and the Mozhans, who have been elevated to that level. The 

true work of the, what we call, "very few,"  (:30). becomes apparent in the coming 

time. We will manifest in some of the EU, the presence of those who you call aliens, 

that we can see them, we trust them, and in the process, within the structure of the 

EU we create the condition that the STM meets with the soul of the presence of the 

"men of space," within these systems, we make the EU a point of interaction, where 

we create the condition for existence of both lives, of the man, and men of U, in the true 

essence of their creation to negotiate, to understand and make the path easy for the rest 

of the humanity to go through the process of, what we call, unification of the STM with 

the rest of the U. We'll appoint a number of world leaders we trust to head these 

negotiations through the UC members. As I said, many world leaders will go into these 

Units and become the negotiators between the man and the UC. If you understand, we 

announce the 5 Seat systems, that's not for the flight of the man to positions on this 

planet, but it's there as a point for the leaders of this planet to meet with the leaders of 

the UC, appointed delegations to negotiate the path, to teach the man the way to change 

the behavior of the animals on this planet, to change the condition that the Earth 

becomes a peaceful planet without the need for abuse.  (:32). A planet without the 

leadership, a planet where every man leads their own lives. The EU which you place in 

different parts of this planet is the way that we elevate the soul of this planet that the 

man and the totality can come in the interface with the reality of his own existence and 

the UC. If the world leaders decide to put (aside) all divisions and make One 

Nation of this planet, they will be taught the knowledge that brings prosperity and 

peace, and wealth of the wisdom of the knowledge to every citizen of this planet. Not 

only man, but those who live here amongst us, as different names we have chosen for 

them, as the lion ?? and the lamb.  

 

The teachings and the demonstration of the use of the EU for point of meeting by the 

world leaders and the UC, will be extended to the point that most of the citizens of this 

planet will become part of, because their soul creates part of the soul of the creation of 

this planet. In so many ways, as I said, in other teachings, mankind will move in 

totally different direction in the coming weeks and months.  (:34). Where financial 

structure man has created will have no meaning, and the cities you have built will 

become a place of history, where the man lives where his soul is happy. Where the 

man is in love with giving and taking from the creation and the Creator. In so many 

ways, we'll turn on the speed up, as we find  ?? to teach mankind the first alphabet of 

the life in the U, needs a lot of understanding, devotion to peace, devotion to unity, and 

devotion to be able to accept what comes from the beauty of the joining such a vast 

ocean of knowledge, which has been kept away from man, by the man's misconduct 

himself. What would be the outcome of all these works, depends primarily on KS who 



have been ?? in the format, those who have taken steps to make sure the knowledge, not 

only through the term of physicality, but through the STM has ?? respect in equal 

earnest and justice.  

 

What we have taught you is in fact the structure of your own existence in the U.  (:36). 

Do not forget, "I made the Man in the image of Myself," and this image has to live 

both in the dimension of physicality and the soul. And mankind will be taught how 

to be able to use his physical dimension for existence of his soul in many 

dimensions. Loving becomes part of the life, living is to love, and this means giving 

unconditionally not only for the human race, but beyond. As I have said many 

times, I have no fear of leaving the physical dimension the body of the man, but the 

responsibility is there to teach, to complete the mission that one can leave in peace, and 

in the coming weeks and months we'll teach that way. We will shake the cornerstones of 

the creation of the life on this planet, the structure you have set as citizens. Your 

banking system, your social structures, your health, where no man will get sick 

anymore, as on the primary energy transfers will bring the balance to the soul and the 

physicality. This is what man has never learned, ?? in the fear of his existence. He has 

made temples and statues and worshipped different lights, to safeguard from it. But he 

never understood he could use his own soul as the light of the existence to overcome.  

(:38). We have taught you many things in a very simple way, that as many people could 

learn. We have shown you many things. From now on, those who are there for you to 

complete to understand your own structure, your own working, now you learn  ?? the 

working of ??  Where the ?? lines of existence, what you call the STM is the 

cornerstone of every ?? peace in every dimension. Mankind will learn to exist in 

different dimensions.  

  .. (  Rick can you allow )  (:40). 

In so many ways, mankind has to understand the next step in the evolution, in evolution 

of the STM and with it to understand the position of the STM, and in that process 

mankind has to become evolved in knowledge, in the new knowledge, in new T which 

is unknown. But in that process we try to teach both. In so many ways, the STM 

becomes ?? which is of the physicality of the man but not the physical ??  ..  

Our soul becomes another star in the totality of the creation, but in essence it 

might keep the image of its origin, where man stays, in total transparency of the 

fields, without the dimension of physical existence.  (:42).  

 

Physical Structure of Man is Like Galaxy of Stars 

 

If we look in the depths of the oceans of the life, and the physicality of the man, every 

organ of the man has a center point, which creates the condition for itself. And in that 

process it creates to be like a star. If we take the physical structure of the man, the way 

we see it, and keep these points, center points, the stars, the soul of the kidney, the liver, 

the heart, and the rest. What we'll see, we see nothing but a galaxy, galaxy of stars, 

different strength, but in fact in totality, very much the shape of a man.  (:44). In 

essence, humanity or mankind will see themselves his physicality as another galaxy, a 

collection of ?? the stars. And by feeding from soul to each cell, to each star can change 

the condition, then mankind will find that the life becomes indefinite, life becomes ?? 

more, but man to live that life he needs to understand the work of the fields of the U.  

 

Interesting time ahead for man and mankind to open new universities, new institutes to 

learn about energy fields of his life and his existence in the U. And spend time and 



contemplate on how these energies can be used, not only for the burden of mankind, but 

the citizens of the U. In the coming time many of you, in my lifetime, will embrace 

many of those who you call, aliens, with love and care, the way we do with your 

lovers, children, and your parents, as you realize you are all made of the same and you 

all participate in one dimension and the other.  (:46). for everlasting confirmation of 

the existence of the Creator. Nothing else.    

 

Mankind's Beauty - Industrialization in the Universe  

 

In the coming weeks we will show new materials, .. materials which belong to the deep 

space, and never seen on this planet, for man to learn new ways. To bring the beauty of 

the man, what you call industrialization. The application of the new knowledge for 

the benefit of the others. This is one of the beauties of the mankind, that he can 

convert the knowledge to an existing formation of the things that he can enjoy, that 

can be used by the others to enjoy. Small tools to the most advanced systems in the 

U. In a way, mankind beauty and ability to be able to change and convert the knowledge 

of the U, into systems and equipments that others can be enjoyed, is the cornerstone and 

beauty of this race, not only loving, but being able to translate, and conform and 

confirm different ways of enjoying the beauty of what has been created. Industrial 

revolution in the level of the U will create so much joy,  (:48). and bring so many to this 

planet, that the Earth will become the cornerstones of what we call, "Industrialization of 

the Universe," for them to see and confirm the beauty of the existence of the Creator 

and nothing else. Mankind does not only have the ability to love, but the ability to 

convert the knowledge into physical things, as you call it the car and the others. But in 

the U this is a rarity. It's a very rare thing to find races who do these things. The 

majority of the races use the energy fields to translate. Mankind has the beauty of 

translating and transferring materials into physical tangible beauty. This is why many 

travelers of the U come to this planet. To love and learn what you call, 

"industrialization," what we call the conversion of the ?? and fields of the Creator into 

beautiful objects that can be enjoyed across the U. where it can be shown. Interpretation 

of the change of the fields to physical dimension of anything is one of the beauties of 

the man's race. And one way or another, this race is ?? growing much faster in that 

direction in the dimension of understanding of the conversion and creation then any 

other race in the U. Maybe this race is blessed for the presence of the Creator, in the ?? 

past  ??  (:50). Mankind will show his beauty not only in loving, but in the new 

dimension we teach.  Everything is not bad on this planet, even though it looks that way 

to its citizens. We have come to bring peace and prosperity to the race of the man, in 

that process we have seen many ?? wrongs, but forgive, but not forget.  

 

Every Material in U will be Available to Man 

 

We teach you how to use the positions in the U to tap into the energies and 

materials and the beauties of that point without ever traveling to that point. In a 

way, you don't deplete, but you make the replication of that position at the point of 

the presence of the STM, which means every material in the dimension of the 

creation will be available to man, every field will be available to man at the point of 

the need. The way you tap into and get your Cu from Africa into Europe to make your 

Cups, now you do the same, but through the transmutation of the fields from far 

distance stars. You don't mine, but you transfer energies to create that condition.  (:52). 

We use the position as the reference and create conditions within the structure of your 



own ?? to replicate that fields, that on Earth will show itself in a new condition. We will 

teach you how the materials you see in the other parts of the U to be manufactured and 

to be used on this planet by creating in a field dimension transparent, that you can 

manipulate the material ?? they still  ?? exist within their own environments but within 

the environment of the presence of this planet. What does this mean, it's literally being 

able to produce the material in the spacesuit where you can put your hand in it , but both 

exist, the environment ?? of the material for its dimension to confirm, and for you to be 

able to manipulate to show its beauty. In the past few weeks the number of KS who 

have been enlightened, have tested and confirmed ?? with the support of the KF to 

reaching these mutation points of energy.  

 

It's for You to Tap into Knowledge through your Soul  

 

Many of you will be lost in the maze of the knowledge to come,  (;54). but if you listen 

to this knowledge through the soul of your existence you will receive the knowledge 

and translate it into the dimension of the STP. In a way we'll ?? leave it, according to 

the knowledge and the teaching within your souls. And it is for you to be able to tap on 

to it.  

Become Aware of Soul through Devotion and Detachment    

 

As a KS said, I don't even know where is my soul, let alone trying to work with it. 

You become aware of your soul when you mature to the point of understanding of 

devotion and detachment. We will introduce technologies that allows you to coexist 

with your soul and physicality in the dimension of the fields and not in the 

dimension of matter state, that you gradually come to understand and operate 

within the two, and convert as needed. Initially we'll show these in the EU, and then 

as you learn how to do it, as I said before, it's like going to driving lessons, learning how 

to drive a car, we will teach you in these EU under specific construction of them, to be 

able to see, to embrace your soul. I made a promise to one KS, you should be able to 

embrace the soul of your loved ones,  (:56). to find peace, to find a new dimension of 

existence. Many of you have been waiting to see the soul of your son, wife, parents  ???  

…  in the coming time we are setting up in the EU, this becomes possible. One of the 

KS in the purity of heart has already achieved it. Many other KS have touched it, the 

strength of it has frightened them. Now this become a known, as you understand the 

life is not in the dimension of physicality, but is in the dimension of the soul of the 

existence in any position in the U. As I said, we start laying out what is to come, before 

21st March 2021 ???    (:58).  

 

Are there any question? 

 

Q; If you can use the EU to interact with the UC, can you also use it to find people who 

have been kidnapped and find the perpetrator? 

K- Yes, this is part of the beauty of this T. Many world leaders and criminal 

organizations around the world will fight for these systems not to be shown. As their 

conduct will be opened up. This is what we said, we bring in the justice by true 

operation of the soul. These sharing of the knowledge and T will be done.  (1:00). We'll 

bring it into the court of justice that no man can lie. .. I cannot lie you see my soul.  

R- What would happen if a bad guy wanted to use the EU to find someone to kidnap? 

K- That's impossible.. you'll understand the wrong intentions will not be possible, 

because working through the soul ..   



.. very soon courts, prisons, hospitals, will be left in the doldrums of the history of the 

mankind.  (1:02). 

Q: The soul is central to the teaching, can you tell us the levels of soul awareness that 

one can attain? 

K- All of it, it depends on your acknowledgement of ?? existence, it's you who puts 

limitation. We choose the level of peacefulness, love and care, how much knowledge 

we want to have.  

Q:  application of EU from KF,  (1:04).  

 

K- KF is prepared to participate up to 95% in special cases.   we will not meet all  

 

(1:06).  

Any other question 

 

(1:08).  

Living correct conduct and the others need it more than me  

Leaving it to the UC  

Do they trust the soul of the UC what is best for humanity. 

this is the purpose of the KF, detachment from the physicality.  Have the KS matured to 

that point . 

(1:10).  

We are not creating another Vatican … 

 

Any other question.   (1:12).  

 

Details about Carolina Attacks on KF and Her Behavior   

 

Q; Why is it being said the 5 Cups alter our DNA, those people talking to disassemble 

the Cups, are they afraid of being exposed? 

K- Let him speak. I made a promise I would ?? speak ?? but I speak the correct way ?? 

 

Q:   (1:14).  more about the 5 Cups .. are these people afraid of the T coming forth. can 

you speak more about this.  

K- Yes, I have been told to be correct as we usually are. The only person who has 

brought this and is using scaremongering, is my ex-wife. She's been pushing this 

through to create a secondary foundation to break it up. This is to the KF is so vast.  

This lady has become part of a satanic group,   (1:16). and they are using ?? to frighten 

people,  for development of the T that they can use it to damage the F. She has no 

knowledge, she has only sold her body and her life. And now she is trying to use STM 

to frighten him. This comes from a person with no knowledge, and now in the structure 

of the development of the T, out of the range of the knowledge, have picked on this on, 

because of seeing how they can break up the KF.    

The fields of 5 Cups, if it dangerous for you, you have 7 Cups you call 7 Chakras.  

(1:18). Does you 7 Chakras change your DNA. You have 2 additional Chakras which is 

always creator of your Chakras, which is your G and M field, and Inertia of this planet. 

In essence when people are ignorant of knowledge you can frighten them. This lady has 

no education, has never been to school, and now being, using the education structure of 

the KF with her ex-lover, who infiltrated the education part of the KF, want to bring this 

in, to bring man to literal illiteracy that they can abuse,  We try to keep away from this 

in the F, as you bring this up, do not be afraid. If you are afraid of anything, walk away 



from the F, that's what they want you to do, that way they can keep on abusing you.   

(1:20). We advise you if you received anything like this send it to us. We said it in One 

Nation send it to the KF any communication you receive, these are going through the 

process of damaging the F. It is done by one lady we deliberately allowed to come in to 

find out what is the position to damage the F. She infiltrated with her lover and group, 

from Dubai Conference, and we have all evidence, they want to see the humanity to be 

paralyzed that they can keep on abusing. The KF management for over 3 years, since 

Dubai Conference, 4 years has been monitoring the behavior of this lady, the adulterous 

life, and how she has become, using stone and lights to control people. It's all in black 

and white, we are not making accusations. So now that they see the F developing to the 

next phase they try to stop. That's why she was immediately put out of the KF as we 

saw the final move. She was missing for 2 days and it is in the court, with another man, 

she has confirmed it herself, with the same lover.  (1:22). We open for you to 

understand that you are dealing with an indecent behavior person, and she ahs done this 

all her life. You have to understand how they used the position of the KF to now fight a 

new, to cover their misconducts ?? F ??   

They even used the earring as a wedding gift, the stones of it to change things. We will 

open these things, you have to understand she is involved in satanic work, by using 

stones and other things they use, this is all part of the court, we are not talking out of 

line. And her confirmation that these stones are used. She is a manipulator with a group 

she has gotten involved with, and we are very open about it, because if we don't do, 

when it comes out, you'll find out, how they infiltrated,   (1:24). the F. And it's our own 

confirmation that, she is involved in these things, not us, and it is in black and white, 

before she deleted these things, it's all been scanned, screen (shots), and it's in the hands 

of the courts.  This is not my private marriage, this is the way they used my marriage to 

harm one fo the largest F in the ??   

We will show how hard the KF management has worked in the past 4 or 5 years to 

protect us from her conduct.  (1:26). And we always believed in betterment of man, man 

will change, will improve. But we did not do anything until they started attacking 

private teachings, then we knew we had to take action.  

 

There is much more she has written, we have seen, and there is much more she has put 

on the Internet will in the court. And we have asked for a custodial sentence for her, 

because the damage is beyond the marriage, it's to other aspects of the life as well. It has 

been my private marriage but I lived a very open life, in so many ways, we all are part 

of this family. Now they try to take the F for ransom, the ?? is the first, the sister is 

another, then other things, adultery become a known, and our children become open to 

abuse, we monitored this, we protected for a long time , but we made sure no one in the 

F will be harmed. We did not bring this to public, when it was brought to public, we 

reacted immediately.  (1:28). If you go missing 1 hour in your marriage, it is 

questionable. If you go missing for 2 days the marriage is over. This is exactly where 

the     has been for the past 3 years. Planning how to destroy the F, and this is the last 

time I would like this to be discussed, as it is in the court. And she called it a kangaroo 

court. It's no kangaroo court. Evidence is direct, we have brought the case to the courts 

for adultery and prostitution with the full evidence. We have got her own writing in 

satanic work,  (1:30). and believing the stone will appear with the beauty fo it will be 

shown. This is not a normal human behavior, unless you believe in certain ways. In so 

many ways, this matter has to come to rest and I ask you please, if ?? delete ?? anything 

from this woman, unless you believe in adulterous life, prostitution, unless you believe 

these kind of things keep the lines open, but send us a link, because she is deleting 



everything, everywhere because she knows she has actually put herself in a worse 

condition then before, by writing so much. She is deleting everywhere. If you ?/ let us 

know. It's part of the structure, they try to destroy, ?? exploit it, and divide the F. And 

then come up as KS in kangaroo court. There is no kangaroo court, we should have 

done this to her 3 years ago, where she went missing for 2 days after the Rome 

conference with another man. As she was found with a sister and the man in the hotel, 

in Rome. We go into details, this was not made up and members of the management of 

the Italian police force was fully aware of this. WE tried to keep calm and protect the F, 

now that she put so much on the Internet, we are responding to you, because you are the 

ones receiving it.   (1:32).    

 

If you receive something from a scientist of the KF, Jalal, Arman, Dr. Guatua, Rick, to 

advise you to do these things, we listen. But this is all started as scare mongering, 

dividing the F. She has divided my family, I have not seen my son for 5 months.  (1:34).  

?? in the hands of a bunch of pedophiles. What do I believe my child, or following the 

F. We have been very patient in protecting the F ..  

My marriage was over 3 years ago when she came in and said, can we start fresh. I said, 

what have you done that you need to start 25 years fresh?   You decide as a man, would 

you keep a woman like this, you have a husband or a wife?  (1:36). who does this? Then 

you believe the woman what she says to you. While I was in Amman meeting members, 

officials of the government, she drove 100 kilometers to see the lover thinking she 

cannot be found. Meeting the EC, member of UC,  the Italian police to find, she was 

hiding in a hotel with the lover. Now you understand how much, what kind of man I 

am. My marriage was over from the Italian conference. And now you can understand, if 

you can lie to the husband, you can lie to the rest of the KF to destroy the F.  (1:38). I 

did not bring this in public, she forced it, she published hundreds of messages to 

thousands of the KF KS using our channels. Now you have to know the truth. And this 

is not the first time she is an adulterous in our marriage, ?? weakness of the man  ??  

And these people are prepared to come to the court to give evidence. So you decide 

what is given to you as a most important piece of knowledge. My marriage was over 3 

years ago when she went out openly with another man. I would like to stop this because 

the F is part of my life, it's all of my life. As she has put it in public now you understand 

the reason why.   (1:40).  I went to China for 2 years because I couldn't handle it. I 

would like to close this subject, and if you decide this is the way you would like to live, 

with the stones and the adultery and prostitution, take her side. If you want to live the 

life I live, and you live ?? this is a scientific development organization stay with us. At 

the time the whole KF Italy, the security apparatus of the KF went to override to find 

her, and she was hiding in a hotel with a lover. So it is not made up, in that week there 

were over 10 members of the KF securities looking for her while she was hiding.  

(1:42). And we found her through the husband of the sister of the lover. He told us 

where they were hiding. I would like to close this case and I leave it to the KF KS to do 

the same.  

Any other question. 

 

Q; He saying that's it you clarify a lot.  

K- .. We know she infiltrated KF Brazil to break it up. .. and the Iranian KF to break 

it up. And this was becoming intolerable. Everyday we received hundreds of messages 

of what she is doing. And we decided to go open with it, the copy of what I tell you is 

part of the court, and we go in with full evidence in her own writing of adulterous 

behavior.  (1:44).  



Any other question. 

 

Q:   the so called the miracle phenomenon around the world   

in preparation of the New Age  

will change mankind's development?  

K- When we come as the messengers of the Universal Messengers, we come in 

different shapes and forms, and we come in the structure of enlightening the STM. 

Some souls become aware of our presence long before the others, and they inform. 

In a way, we come to take mankind to a new level of understanding.  (1:46). We come 

to the point where  collectively we transfer knowledge not only to the STM but to the 

universal Community. In so many ways, one by one, the souls, after they get 

enlightened they inform people around them. Like you KS, you learned about the Gans, 

you see the beauty of  and you teach it to your neighbors … and some of the KS of the 

soul which have been with us as the students of man, long before we came into the 

public domain, they do their work. You got to realize, as I said to the Iranian officials, 

when I wrote the first papers, first patents about Nano batteries, materials the Iranian 

scientists and took it and ran with it, and the Iran became one of the leading Nano 

technologists in the world. Initially through that paper alone. The same process goes, 

and some people hear the voice, and they know of our presence. You got to realize … 

we are born in the physicality of the man, we are trained to understand the work of the 

man.  (1:48). at a given point, the soul of the Creator opens up, which lead to the 

creation of the physicality to start. I cannot teach about energy in others if I did not have 

a degree in nuclear, and in that respect you could trust a scientist, not somebody who 

just talks. This time we came to what man believes at the edge of the knowledge and T, 

where in essence we carry 2 souls, the essence of the soul of the Creator, and the 

essence of the STM, and two exist as one. This is my life, and you have to understand, 

the teaching is done by 2 dimensions of the Creator, the knowledge is everlasting and is 

in both dimensions. We have to understand the culture of the man, ..  the pitfall of the 

existence of the man, and with it we bring the knowledge of the Creator, that man will 

evolve. And this is the process. As I said, this cycle and the prophet of the soul, and the 

science come together in one, that they can both be explained at the same time. I wrote 

this years before I opened the T, this way with the soul. It is not something new. The 

knowledge is the knowledge of creation.  (1:50). I ?? have put any topics in about 20 

years from agriculture, medicine, .. anything you have put. As you have not seen some 

you don't understand, some don't make sense to you because you don't have the 

knowledge. We introduced you the MaGrav, but how many of you have succeeded. But 

the MaGrav is one of the most advanced T in the U. It's access to universal energy 

if you understand what to do with it, and most of you because of lack of knowledge 

of the cosmic rays, understanding the physical matter of electronic, you're all lost 

in it. And as my tradition, I do not do, I show it, it is for you to achieve it. The same, the 

most powerful system given to you is the 5 Cups. Because you have to understand, it's 

like an alphabet ..    

(1:52). .  

 

(1:54). You relied on burning we showed you the way the U works on the M field 

interaction. That's all. you weren't aware of the facts. You couldn't see how the big 

works, we gave you the Gans. You wanted to see how connected ?? we gave you the 

ball, the ?? MaGravs in the fields of open space, we gave you the 5 Cups. There is so 

much knowledge, but as I said, .. you keep on looking the cup, the Gans's in there, but 

you don't look at what the Gans's the field make in that cup, and what conditions it 



creates. .. in our essence is enlighten the STM and with it to bring peace. So you see like 

the way you teach  .. those who have received the message of the higher order they 

announce of the peace to come for man and the rest of it. But in essence the life comes 

from the same origin, depends which souls are enlightened. They are enlightened to the 

knowledge of the Gans, .. to the knowledge of peace.  (1:56). You got to realize… with 

the knowledge we have and attachment of man to financial dimensions we could have 

created palaces and lived like the ?? leaders of this planet and become like others you 

have seen who by wealth trying to control man by vaccines and the rest. I never took 

that path, because the true god is the knowledge of the soul of the Creator ??   and I live 

a simple life as a man. It's much harder to live my life, then choose the palaces and 

temples and go the path mankind has gone in the past. I live amongst you, and I teach 

amongst you. When you know you can have more, and you choose less, you understand 

how we are, and how we live. I can make tons of gold, and live luxury life, and do 

magic's, and make places like none you have seen.  … but we don't choose. this time we 

live amongst the people to elevate the man ??    I have made my home in your ?? souls, 

that's where you ??   

Any other question.  (1:58).  

 

(very long question by Azar … )  

Q: ..  from a past teaching … the STP in heart, and then you have the STM in the brain. 

You said the connecting of them and the opening of the STM, the man has always been 

doing it. you made an example of  .. high emotions   

you send that emotion to the soul  .. you get a stroke ..  trying to connect the 2.  how to 

create the energy field  of STP to STM so we can open the STM … 

(2:00).  

children is connected by umbilical cord … 

 

if we want to get the field from the heart to open the soul, .. are we able to open this .. 

can we go back to it or no.  

 

K- The reality is .. in the womb of the mother you are connected to the mother through 

the umbilical cord. you have a reserve tank of parallel soul as the center. But in fact, you 

live in the world of liquid. In one instance,   (2:02). you are born in an environment    

free energy balance of the liquid you call air, and you automatically change your filter 

form water to air. This is what I put to the KS as we start opening the discussion of man 

in the space in the past few weeks. Maybe we can bring ?? form next week to this week 

that we can start deeper next week. The biggest fear of the man is if we let you in the 

space without a spacesuit you die. But if you have managed to change from a water 

world to a less open M field we call it a gaseous world here. If I take you into space 

between the Earth and the Moon, the way the Russians do, give birth in a water tank. If 

now that your soul is aware, that you can exist anywhere in the U. and the mother you 

give birth to a child, not in the atmospheric condition of the man, but the atmospheric 

condition of the U between the E and M, would that child survive? Or because there is 

no air would that child die? My teaching, my understanding, my life in the depth of the 

space, it says the child will survive. Because within the structure of the STM and STP  

(2:04). will elevate to the position of the environment. But man needs that time of 

evolution that he can get to that point, that he can give birth in any position in the U, not 

just from a water to a gas, because they are all different density of M field strength. The 

man will evolve according to the space and time. No man who understands the work of 

his soul will ever die anywhere in the U from the lack of O, because there is no O. O as 



we say, energy mixture of the gases of this planet, has come to be absorbed the lung for 

the conversion of his existence. Now in the space we convert to the new standard to the 

new strength. So if you can go one way, you should be able to go back, or do we put the 

mother in the space on the gas mask, and leave the body outside in the space ..  like the 

Russians, the mother is outside breathing air, the child is born in the warm liquid …  

 

Q:  …  

  (2:06). If I give birth at that planet, my child is going to get adapted to planet Zeus? 

K- Of course, that is what it should be, because you got to realize, each environment has 

a given strength MG field. There is a need for our physical existence to adjust to that 

point. If you remember, this is something which a lot of you have a problem with,   …  

(draws a plasma spiral  ) and this is why a lot of you have got stuck with this. This is 

always shown by the M field of the plasma. So you have life at this level ?? earth, so 

your cells have adapted this level, but you are part of the total spring, but at this level 

you still can live and exist, because you use the same strength. This is the imagination 

of the man that he will die. No. Man will never die in any dimension in the U, it just 

depends which strength you take.  And at that point you can manifest yourself out of the 

strength of the fields of your body. And it depends if you tune into it.   (2:08). Or you 

still stay independent of it, but  create a connection and relation, you absorb the energy 

of the environment, and according to that energy you react, your soul to manifests itself 

in that level. Here is 1G, on planet Zeus is 10G so your plasmatic field at the strength of 

10G will manifest itself, to keep the integrity of the existence of the soul. And then in 

that point it will manifest itself in physical dimension of what that position ?? gives ??   

 

STP and STM have Different Agendas  - Came to Enjoy 

 

Q: .. soul came here to experience things on this planet  .  . I didn't understand was it the 

STP or the STM wants to experience?  

K- Both, want to experience. 

Q: So they both have different agendas,  

K- Yes, otherwise they have different agendas, but they both in one brain ?? so I 

have come here to enjoy, ??  I make the table for you, and ??? ,    The soul comes and 

the physicality is the servant to taste, to give it the taste of what it is.  (2:10) .   

STM Decision Maker for Universe - STP for Earth  

 

Q: So which one is the decision maker, the STM or STP? 

K- The STM is the decision maker for the interaction with the U. The STP is 

responsible for what the physicality does on this Earth. And the two interaction manifest 

themselves as the emotion of the physicality of the man, both in the soul and the 

physical dimension.  

 

STP Falls in Love with Married Woman  -  Level only of Physicality not Soul  

Q:  ..      

 Example, Jalal just got married and 2 kids, he suddenly falls in love with another 

woman. .. was that the STM or STP? 

K- The STP, you fall in love. because mankind has not learned to fall in love with 

the soul yet. We have taught one or two, but mankind has not learned to fall in love 

with the STP and STM together. And if you fall in love in that level which is normal in 

the U. The condition doesn't come you fall in love with the next door neighbor or with a 

dog or whatever.  (2:12). It's acceptance of the totality to accommodate the love. 



Q: ..  when Jalal saw that woman it wasn't his intention to fall in love, so how could it ?? 

be from physicality.? 

K- You see physical love comes from interaction from physical matter state of the 

body of the man. This I have explained in many, many teachings.  

R: Isn't that why they call it "falling" in love 

 

K- Yes, you fall with your head on your .. and you break your leg. 

One of the things mankind will soon learn in the span of the U, it's not that ..  you are 

becoming part of the UC, is you find matching M field strength on certain points 

with other creatures of the U. As we come ?? the man's ??  And in that process you 

find out, your physical body's AA, and his or her physical body is got no, cannot or you 

will destroy or you will feel the strength will change the soul or the physicality of what 

you have fallen in love with, then you keep the love in the dimension of the soul, 

because physicality is impossibility. Her blood is an acid to your DNA composition. I 

have explained this in many private teachings. 

Q: When this happens you are kind of being tested for your strength and conduct?  

(2:14).  

K- It doesn't need a strength. It needs understanding. 

Q: understanding of your conduct  

K- ?? understanding of the position.  

Q: So when you understand it you can overcome it. 

K- Why do you need to overcome? 

There is a big, big problem in speaking the ?? world. Do you stop loving your child 

because the second one is born. Or do you love and respect and you know the position 

of each child.  

Q: Does it mean Jalal can love his wife and the other woman at the same time? 

K- No, it's understanding the love exists, but is, if the other position the love exists, 

then it can be respected.  

Q: So you just respect it,  

K- You have to respect it. The creation .. And then you find out the souls will find 

an accommodation for it, and they'll accommodate it, if it is done the correct way. 

We are loved by mother and father, brothers and sisters, and by friends. And we respect 

each one accordingly. It's respecting that love and accommodating for it to nourish.   

(2:16). And if it is there to nourish it doesn't mean that you have to do this or that. It's 

accommodating ?? for it to nourish to its full maturity.  

Q: The way talk about it is so beautiful .. 

K- It is beautiful, it's nothing more than to give love, stays, and nourishes, it does not 

matter within, or with others.  

Q: .. when I see compare the behavior, the way we understand everything is the field. ?? 

the human in matter state. we always look at things in black and white .. 

 

 

K-   Let me explain what I teach is what is there. You have to understand allowing 

a love to nourish, if you can be part of it, or accommodate it, is part of the 

responsibility of the existence. But it doesn't mean that you can ?? kill it, because 

then you stand as we call it a punishment of it. If we accommodate creation of love. 

You see, the problem is especially with the Islamic nation that you come from, where in 

Iran .. one woman is changed with the other one, new version, as long as you can have 4 

cars in garage -- you understand what I am talking about? You'll find out in a traditional 

Iranian ethos, we respected as a woman, as a sacrosanct entity, the mother, the creator.  



(2:18). When you change it to the numbers of, you can have 4 of them, and you can 

change it with the latest model, as long as you kept 4 garages, you can't keep one garage 

outside. then you come to this problem, where you sit. We have to understand, what 

does, what is best for the evolution of the soul, it doesn't matter how, and who, and 

where we are. And that's the key, and that is what mankind has not understood. We 

don't sacrifice, we give to elevate with the pleasure of existence. We give our daughters 

to other men for them to love and be loved. Does that mix with our loving for them, or 

is it with that love we see the elevation of their love, their soul in the new dimension. 

And if you understand this in essence, you have no problem understanding in the 

process of life, does not matter where, and which planet. This is why in the discussion 

we had a few minutes ago, I allowed, because if there is elevation of soul let it be, but 

when it becomes abuse of the soul it has to ?? stop. We cannot imprison the physicality 

because we think we own it.  (2:20). We have to allow the elevation of the soul. And 

that's the true method.  

Q: .. that was very good. 

K- It's not very good. It's the truth, the way it is.  

 

Q: Iranian KS came to Linz  ..  Mr. Keshe god bless you. 

K- Bless you .. 

Q: It's always a pleasure hearing you, your teaching. …  Why does the soul get 

punished for things physicality does.  

K- Stop. The soul does not get punished. Soul gets positioned. Punishment is the 

characteristic of physicality. Positioning is characteristic of the STM.  (2:22).  

Q: .. when you mentioned people who do all these bad things, killing ..  so the soul 

somehow gets broken down and becomes as small as a virus. So why would these souls 

become viruses .. 

K- You see the soul find a position that they do not receive. It's the structure of the STM 

in elevation, is how close you can be, you can exchange higher strength, and receive 

higher strength. And this is what is the final destination of any soul. How much can you 

?? receive that the higher strength you become the creator of. … in cosmology. when I 

see it or hear the scientists speak about it, it makes me laugh. You have this explosion of 

huge stars, that they explode and they create many new stars. And there is a 

regeneration of new life. In the physical life, we give life to a child, when it reaches 

point of maturity you become an adult, you can have a child. In the cosmology, star 

formation, and galaxies, when the energy within becomes so much, it's become mature 

that it can spread.  (2:24). and create new life from one, and with it new galaxies and 

new conditions, it's like having new children. And cosmologists don't understand this. 

In that process it's the same as your soul. Now one big soul, with whatever is done, and 

it explodes into smaller structures, but in essence the all carry the attributes of the big 

one. And those who are weaker might take its distance further, or they take a distance 

closer depending on what they receive or what they give. When we have such a 

position with what we call Hitler and the others, they find, that soul finds its 

position in a way that no one gives, in a way, no one receives, and so it becomes 

remote. It's like a star it explodes and the one which is part of it, ??  ?? 

characteristic ??  It's not a punishment, but it's what I call separation by strength 

of the field.  

Q: In a sense they get rejected more or less, isolated  

K- they don't get rejected, they distance themselves that they cannot hold.  

Q: .. You say  a third of our population of mankind are visitors. Why would they .. 

come here .. as a soul they already know what this planet has to offer, why would they 



put themselves.. their soul could become sinful through their physicality   (2:26). and 

maybe jeopardize their beautiful soul as an alien. .. and now they got themselves 

positioned where their soul would be marred and tarnished? 

K- Most of the ones, now that we open the knowledge we'll be able to understand 

the separation, they are here in the existence of the soul. Which means they exist 

through the soul but they take physicality dimension to live. And many of them are 

here for hundreds and thousands of years. they haven't gone, there are people that  

.. move from one relation to another. that move from one city to another every 

time, then they start a new life. an old man or whatever. Because there is nothing else 

to do in the U. It's just to be occupied, I live on Earth just to do something. So you are 

here not to suffer or part of it looks to, but you are here as the passengers of the U. If 

you don't come to Earth, where are you going to go. How many satellites and stars have 

you traveled and seen. Part of coming and becoming part of the population of the 

planets like Earth, is literally killing time, as we call it. What is to you a thousand years 

is one second to them in the life of the space and the dimension they come from. There 

are some places on this planet, not only here that have a physical dimension like this, 

that you know you go to a camp for 2 weeks or month.  (2:28). They come to Earth for 

that camping experience. We'll become part of these in the coming time. Now that the 

knowledge is developed to be spread, we become part of this.  

Q:  .. God Bless you..  

K- God bless you and your family. We learn as a human race that we travel to go see 

Niagara Falls and to see Rome. In the coming time we'll travel the space of the U to see 

what happens in such a planet and such a U. To many KS who are after the wealth of 

the F, I said the biggest money will come in the tourism of this T. Now you see 

planeloads ..   

In the coming time the tourist agencies will take your soul to the most beautiful place in 

the U to visit  ..  

What we call Aliens among us, now with the teachings and understanding of the 

transmutations, and transportations of the energies.  (2:30). mankind becomes aliens to 

many others in the coming time. What we have seen, now we become of.  

.. 

Shall we take a break …  >>>  (2:32).    (2:38)  

 

  

Q; so even a terrorist in the act of harming can be frozen in his position anywhere on 

this planet?   R I think that was in reference to the EU uses of it .. 

K- What does that mean? The beauty of mankind in the future, is that this word will not 

exist. What you call terrorist. What it means, to bring other souls to have a fear of. Like 

all the emails you received with the 5 Cups and the rest. It is the soul will get to a point 

that it will be satisfied. At a point, that it will never reach this point to terrorize or to 

bring fear to another being.  (2:40). The word terrorist and what we see the present 

bombing and what we are used to, the very first one was done by the British in 

Jerusalem in the ?? mother history. the first bomb, we know in the present cycle and the 

word of the present terrorist, was developed by the British, when was about the building 

of the state of Israel.  

 

The other word is revolution, we don't need to revolt if we get the other souls to 

understand, or  

the needs of your soul. These are the things we'll see wiped out of the vocabulary of the 

mankind. It will become taboo no own will even talk about it ..    



It's like cancer,  (2:42). when you receive enough fields and understand the working of 

the systems, even with your own soul, put balance on a regular basis.  

You'll give the same energy all the time to the same cells that you'll not need to get old 

to rejuvenate.   

If you want to be seen as an old man or young man it will be that way .. 

Once man learns the working of his own soul .. 

 

(2:44).  

Any other question 

 

Q: If I go into EU and ask to understand all languages ..  

 

K- Do you remember the cup and the orange, now you become the cup .. 

 

(2:46). You go and read the alphabet to learn a language  

 

But first man has to find himself.  

 

Satan and Satanic  

 

Q: Is satanic or Satan a kind of plasmatic field energy or an entity? 

K- They come in both ship. And they both strength , ??  not shape. What we call satanic 

are those who take energy from us, and they us that energy which we give for 

misconduct. And that's as simple as that. Misconduct at the level of the STP, they never 

reach the STM, it's a much higher order.  

R: does it matter if that taking of energy is voluntary or involuntary in a way.  

K- If you take voluntary you position yourself,  (2:48). if you are given, it's no problem, 

but if you take from someone, it's the same as putting your hand in someone's pocket 

and taking his money or wallet. If they allow you to do it's different, and then you find 

the position and use of the energy in the right way.  

 

Q:  ..  (unclear  )  

 K- You add to it .you don't loose ..  (2:50).  

Q: So when people drown is it that their mind cannot accept the transformation to live 

in the liquid environment?  

K- We have already gone through the transformation, we can't reverse. Unless you teach 

it. It's like if you  

The cycle of understanding the work of the soul, is understanding how your soul 

interacts with other fields and energy sources in the U and within the vicinity   this is 

the notch mankind has to learn. You can sell anything you like in respect to it, but if 

doesn't work, if it is not of the strength of you, it does not work. and this is what all of 

us have to understand. (2:52).  

 

Q: When we listen to your teachings, do we receive it fully in our soul, even though 

our physical understanding is not coherent? 

K- Yes, yes of course you do.  this what we say, we teach the soul of the man of 

space, you're part of that solar structure. 

R: So if we have to hear it several times, it is for the physicality to catch on? 



K- The soul has already been taught. This is the beauty of teaching this way, . for 

understanding the knowledge this way, we touch the physicality and the soul at the 

same time.  

 

Q: Is Earth a matrix for us to learn and play   .. that way we can change what we want ? 

Or is it predestined like talks of end time prophecies?   (2:54).  

K- It depends, this wishful thinking mom, what games she plays with the children and 

the console , isn't it.  

R; it seems we have the choice of perceiving either way. 

K- Some of the mom's nowadays ?? the children are playing games. Because they 

played the first series when they came out, they didn't know how to use the console, use 

the joystick, they learned on the children. A bit rusty, but some mom's are ?? better that 

way.   

Q: Will there be a Keshe app on the phone  

K- Yes, what do you want to apply for  

beam me up Scotty, app.  

 

 

(2:56). The point is in the U there are no schools and universities, the knowledge is 

transferred to the dimension of the strength of the soul according to the position, time 

and desire. And this is where the university of the U sits. The name of it goes with the 

sound of it, university, where the U is, a collection of knowledge whatever exists in the 

U, and the STM is a university on its own and it has access to all knowledge of the 

creation. It's just that according to the time, space, manifestation given knowledge is 

present, unless you can tap into it. You always can tap to a higher order knowledge if 

the physicality is happy with the present ?? position.  

Q: So the UC is the same as the STM and EC is the same as the physicality in our 

Earthly existence.? 

K- Collectively yes. Now maybe you start to understand a little bit more.  (2:58).  

 

How to Calculate Inertia   

 

Q: Inertia… you said   to find out the Inertia do I take earth beneath me to make Gans to 

know the specific intensity of that place? How do I differentiate the Cup of Inertia from 

where I am with the Inertia in Tehran. Is mass the difference between G and M plasma 

mass or mass of matter, ?? 75 kilos ?  

K- The Inertia is collective energy of the matter state, including magma. The thickness 

of magma has a direct effect on the Inertia and then the matter state of it.  (3:00). In so 

many planetary systems the Inertia is calculated on the liquid for mass, not the matter 

state mass, as a solid. This is how you land in the liquid planetary system, how you 

correct it. Then you find out that the thickness of magma, the speed of rotation, the   

elevation in respect to MG field will create that condition. So when you want Tehran, 

partially not only you calculate the Inertia, but you calculate the field strength of the 

magma mass underneath, the low rate of flow, because more or less, partially the field 

comes from the flow of the magma in that point and position. And all the magmas don't 

have the same thickness and strength of the flow across this planet. They move into 

channels and the friction by the other magmas direction of ?? flow give them the 

different field strength or what we call Inertia. So Inertia of Tehran, more or less can be 

calculated, we have technologies, we know exactly what it is, even which position in 

Tehran, we can go to that ?? length. It's the same in the U. You measure the strength of 



the field on the point of manifestation, they call it Inertia. Sometimes you create the 

Inertia for yourself to manifest yourself.  (3:02).  

Next question. 

 

Q: Who is the one who manifests himself and talks when I remember my dreams 

of flying, it's my wish or a message of my soul?  

K- The existence of the soul in strength brings dimension of the emotion in the 

reality of the existence. In a way, when we feel, we have an emotion in our brain, or 

we manifest it in our physicality, it's the interaction of the fields of the physicality, 

which gives the information which is coming through the soul. The continuously 

receives information or energy from all dimensions of U. Like man it filters what is 

applicable to it at this moment of time here. It's no use for me to know what is 

happening in Europe when I am living in London, because rain, shine whatever there,  

(3:04). has nothing to do with what I am living here in Europe. So it is the same with the 

soul, we choose the time, place, and manifestation of it.  And to what purpose is this 

going to be used, and to what it is going to bring, and in that process the fields energies 

of the strengths dictates what we will see, chase, follow, what we will allow to be part 

of us. And which part of it you want to take, what suits us.   

 

Q: What happens to those who don't go in the EU, if the majority evolve, what 

becomes of those who remain unchanged? 

K- We have done a rough calculation,  (3:06). the EU, if you make 1 million of them 

and 50 to 100 people a year can go in it, that 100 million. Now you try to get 7 billion in 

it. Or you try to make it efficient that let's say 10,000 people a year can go in, and then 

you have 1 million, you have 10 million. So in essence, mankind has to learn to operate 

within the soul , then operating in the EU, overall in the long run. As we show and as 

we teach, use these systems, gradually more and more will come to understand how to 

elevate their own soul. How to elevate their own structure, and then we go into the next 

steps. Then the position of the elevation of the soul becomes part of the structure. You 

don't need to go into the EU once you learn, and maybe some people learn and they 

teach the others.  (3:08).  

 

Q: So in other words the most evolved community on Earth would be the right place to 

have the first public EU?   repeat ..  

K- Not really, this is what we discussed before, it has to be elevation of both. When we 

put the system in Africa, we put one in Europe. Don't forget you put the supposition that 

the European's are very clever, are very rich. Even the Europe we put these in the most 

crowded areas, where they are lower than the most backward parts of Africa. Not 

having physical value, what call it, things does not mean you are not intelligent people. 

Or South Americans, and you find out some of the Europeans are more backwards then 

the backwards Africans. So it doesn't go that way.  (3:10). But we try to bring that 

elevation of the soul through the EU become the totality of the whole human race, and 

not exclusive one race or the other.  

 

Q: What does it mean when we begin to experience more and more events in our 

physical life that are exactly how they happen in our dream? 

K- Don't we call these back to future movie, Rick?  ..  Some times our dream are to 

foretold what is to come in our physical life. And when it happens we call it a dejavou, 

and souls are aware of the changes to come and they inform the physicality. And we see 

it, and observe it.   (3:12).  



 

Q: Med-bed, when the US government talks about Med-beds is it using the same T 

as yours?  

K- No, no, Med-beds is medical beds and these are all to do with. .. First of all we 

don't have a beds, we have a chair. And secondly, it's an EU for elevation of the soul 

and physicality and understanding of the processes in the U. I had this Med-bed. This is 

an EU  …  the world of science hasn't got a word for this, that's why we call it EU, 

universally enhances all the cells of the body of the man and then in the processes to 

come, it enhances the knowledge of the man at the level of the U, that you can 

transmute the energies of yourself to understand the existences in other dimensions. The 

name of it is ?? with, enhances you to the universal level if you wish to receive that.  

R: I watched a 2 hour video on Med-Bed …  (3:14).  

..  

K- Part of this T is what we understand and we develop. In so many ways, we create 

ourselves. But even when go into the EU there are equipments to support, auxiliary for 

specific conditions, not it's all the same. And even these EU we'll tune for cancers, 

mental diseases, enhancement of that can be specialized for given condition 

enhancement, Which will reach the maximum performance.    

R: No laser and scalpel . 

K- We don't have laser in plasma T, yes.   (3:16). maybe in the future but not for this 

job.  

Q: .. Is the same Gans from the winter and summer period how different are these in 

structure? 

K- Not much.  the dimension of the position of the Earth does not really make much 

difference. ?? mental condition, very little effect. You are still in the same position, so 

you are impacted by the MG field and Inertia of the same position. There is very little 

changes in temperature.  

 

Q: The strange thing as you speak your words are like my words, instantaneous 

thoughts, as you speak it is coming from my soul, instant recognition. How can my 

soul know what you are about to say, and if this is so then the dark forces would be 

aware of any new developments,  (3:18). or any new thought, and if this is so, then 

silence may be the only way to defeat those who wish to hold us back? 

K- the process is as I explained before. The voice comes from the information which 

is ?? from the STM, and if you are of the same understanding and strength in 

certain condition, as there is no time, zero-time and position, you hear the voice, 

and your soul translates it into the knowledge for the voice box. The voice has to go 

through the conversion of physicality, but the soul receives it and understands it in the 

dimension of the fields of the plasma fields, and that's what I said many times. We 

speaks in the words of the man, but our knowledge is spread across the U  to the soul of 

the ?? speak. We teach the UC. And maybe some humans gradually reach to that point.  

Any other question or shall we cal it a day.    (3:20).   

 

R: Night at the Roundtable . K will be a guest …  

Thursday the 29th teaching is at 2PM CET  and not 9AM .. 

K- Those of you who are contemplating or donating to the different structures of the 

KF, please find out which country you are in, and how you can help with the donation 

or support with the EU or whatever. As we see the structure coming up .. Iranian, 

Brazilian KF a bank account their.   (3:22).   Same with Chinese.  

 



Any other question.  

 K- Next week we start teaching you how to live in the dimension beyond the solar 

system. How you interact and how you have to change your position and everything 

else in that respect.  

 

I do apologize, but part of my private life has become, without us wanting, part of 

the KF life as it has been, as we have seen before, and now we see the same people 

?? doing the same thing. And somehow we try not to go back to this, and keep away 

from this, but keep your life safe, and there is more to this movement by this lady,  

(3:24). then catches the eye. keep your children, wives and husbands, safe, under 

whatever names they come to you. Even they use the names of KS, we have seen in 

some communications. KS are those who seek the knowledge of the KF and not those 

who destroy the KF, and learn more as now we are a lot more be done in the 

background, and we go through the process of the teaching of the deep space travel, 

introduction of mankind to UC, and the new knowledge and science that will bring new 

changes to all of us. This is a universal revolution, not an industrial revolution, or 

scientific revolution, we are bringing the universal knowledge to mankind, and with it 

will bring many changes which are unknown to man. the Universal Revolution is the 

fundamental change in every culture when we get directly involved. We raise the level 

of the soul to what we call the highest level, as we see the race deserves to be elevated. 

And we see the human race in that position. to elevate the soul of the man, and the 

inhabitants of this planet together.  

Thank you very much. 

 

R:   350 KSW (3:26).  

 

END 

 


